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In mass disaster air crash litigations it is not uncommon that the deceased passengers will
have been domiciled in different states or countries and left surviving relatives throughout
the country or world. It is also not uncommon these days — given the complexity within
families — that surviving relatives will hire separate counsel who in turn file separate
wrongful death suits for the same decedent in different courts throughout the United
States.
In diversity or federal question aviation cases, the air carrier will remove any cases filed in
state courts to federal district courts and from there defendants move for and obtain
consolidation and transfer, for pretrial purposes, to one federal district court under 28 USC
§1407, the Multidistrict Litigation (MDL) Statute.
At this point, the defendants and court face a multiplicity of wrongful death actions
brought by different plaintiffs, but for the same decedent. Aside from the usual
complicated legal issues of choice of law, establishing liability and ascertaining the
quantum of damages, the existence of a multiplicity of suits for the same decedent makes
a settlement virtually impossible and raises the issue of who is the "real party in interest"
for purposes of Rule 17(a) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. Put otherwise, which
plaintiff has the right to prosecute and settle a case and how is that determined in a
multi-district litigation context?
A New York Hypothetical Case
To provide a factual context to this discussion, let us assume the following hypothetical
facts: a crash in New York results in the death of a New Yorker, survived by a widow, who
has been appointed administrator of the estate and files suit in New York federal district
court, and survived by an adult child from a prior marriage, who files suit in Texas state
court, where the defendant airline is domiciled, and whose action is removed to Texas
Federal District Court, then transferred under 28 USC §1407 to New York federal district
court and consolidated with all other pending actions arising from the crash. The
defendant will not settle with either plaintiff and challenges each plaintiff's right to bring
suit.
Rule 17(a) provides in pertinent part as follows:
[E]very action shall be prosecuted in the name of the real party in interest. An executor,
administrator . . . may sue in that person's own name without joining the party for whose
benefit the action is brought; . . .
The Rule 17(a) "real party in interest" requirement is meant to ensure that an action is
brought by the person who actually possesses the right to enforce the claim under the
applicable substantive law and has a significant interest in the litigation.1 It protects
defendants against the threat of a subsequent suit by the party actually entitled to relief
or from the harassment of a suit by persons without the power to make decisions
concerning the prosecution, compromise and settlement of a case.2 Rule 17(a) essentially
ensures that a judgment or a compromise order in a wrongful death case will have proper
res judicata effect against any future plaintiffs. It prevents multiplicity of suits and
promotes finality.
Rule 17(a) is often confused with, but is quite distinct from, its Rule 17(b) cousin,
"capacity to sue," which raises the question of whether the plaintiff has general
competence to sue, that is, is plaintiff free from any general disability such as infancy,
insanity or other legal incompetency, or, if suing in a representative capacity, such as
executor or estate administrator, does plaintiff actually possess the title in which he or she
sues.3 Capacity to sue therefore speaks to the plaintiff's personal competence to be a
plaintiff in an action, while the real party in interest rule speaks to whether the plaintiff is
the person authorized by the applicable substantive law to enforce the specific right sued
upon.
Rule 17(a) and Applicable Substantive Law
Rule 17(a) requires that the court identify the real party in interest by reference to the
applicable substantive law. In a federal question case, the applicable substantive law is,
naturally, federal law. In a diversity jurisdiction case, which is the jurisdictional basis for
many aviation cases in federal courts, the applicable governing substantive law is state
law, more specifically, the law of the forum in accordance with the rule of Erie R. Co. v.
Tompkins.4 While the question of who may sue is a federal procedural issue governed by
Rule 17(a), its resolution in a diversity case depends upon the underlying applicable state
substantive law, without regard to the state's local procedural rules on who may sue.5 To
make matters more interesting, the state substantive law that the federal court must
apply to determine real party in interest is the whole law of the forum state, including its
choice of law rules.6 An MDL transferee court has the further burden of determining the
Rule 17(a) real party in interest issue by reference to the whole law of the state in which
the transferor court sits, including that state's choice of law rules.7
Getting back to our hypothetical facts, we have in one action an adult child of the
deceased who sued the Texas airline Dec. 17, 2004 in Texas hoping for application of
Texas wrongful death law, which allows suit by a decedent's heir in his individual capacity,
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and in a second action we have the widow who filed an action in New York in her capacity
as administrator of the estate. There is now a dispute among the two plaintiffs as to who
is the real party in interest with the legal authority to prosecute, settle and compromise
the case. In theory, the MDL court could rule that New York law applies under the New
York choice of law test to the New York filed case and that Texas law applies to the Texas
filed case, based on application of Texas' most significant relationship choice of law test.
There is the theoretical possibility of inconsistent rulings on which substantive law applies
and no solution to who is the real party in interest, jeopardizing any chance to settle the
case, unless both plaintiffs can somehow agree to settle and apportion the settlement
under a blended version of both laws.
While in theory this potential exists for conflicting rulings when there is a multiplicity of
suits relating to the same decedent, but in different fora, each having its own choice of
law rule, the reality, fortunately, is that most choice of law rules lend themselves to a
uniform ruling on what substantive law applies, such that a court can identify the real
party in interest — the plaintiff with the right to prosecute, settle and compromise, or try
the case — as well as the applicable wrongful death elements of recovery.
The 1994 Roselawn Disaster
A case in point is the decision on choice of law arising from the 1994 air disaster near
Roselawn, Ind., which involved a crash and deaths in Indiana, claims brought against a
foreign manufacturer pursuant to the Federal Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act, claims
brought against American Airlines (both under domestic tickets and international Warsaw
Convention tickets), decedents from numerous states and foreign countries, and suits filed
in a multitude of fora, all transferred to and/or consolidated for pretrial purposes in Illinois
federal court.
In some actions, the district court was obliged to apply the Restatement's most significant
relationship choice of law test; in others the relevant choice of law test was governmental
interest analysis; and one state, North Carolina, followed the lex loci choice of law rule.
Under both of the interest analysis tests, the court chose the domicile law of each
decedent as the relevant substantive wrongful death law applicable to both of the
defendants. Only for the cases filed in North Carolina did the court have to apply Indiana
law, as the site of the crash, due to North Carolina's lex loci choice of law rule.8
The point to underscore is that where reasonable under today's flexible choice of law rules
— and it is often feasible and reasonable — an MDL court applying the various choice of
law tests of the various transferor courts will often choose the same standard of law to
govern compensatory damages in all cases in one air crash, and that law typically will be
the place of death or the place of domicile of the decedent. Where the crash occurs in
decedent's home state, the existence of both place of death and domicile of the decedent
in one jurisdiction weighs very heavily in favor of that law applying, regardless of where
suit is brought and the applicable choice of law test of the forum.
Applying this analysis to our hypothetical facts should result in the following: The court
will apply New York's governmental interest analysis test in the New York-filed case and,
under the Roselawn authority discussed above, could rule that New York law should apply
to the widow's case because decedent was domiciled in New York and the accident
occurred there.
N.Y.'s Wrongful Death Statute
It is settled beyond any doubt that under the New York wrongful death statute the right
to prosecute, settle and compromise the wrongful death claim lies exclusively with the
personal representative of the estate, who brings the suit in his or her representative
capacity as statutory trustee for all of the statutory beneficiaries. The administrator can
seek an order of compromise even against the wishes of decedent's children.9
The same New York MDL transferee court, applying Texas' most significant relationship
choice of law test to the Texas action filed by decedent's adult child from his first marriage
can also conclude, under the authority of the same Roselawn decision, that the Texas
choice of law test also warrants application of New York wrongful death law because
decedent was domiciled in and died in New York.
That being the case, the Texas plaintiff, the adult child of the decedent, is not the Rule
17(a) real party in interest, because he is not the estate administrator. Under Rule 17(a)
the court should dismiss the Texas action, except that, in theory, the court can allow a
reasonable time for substitution of the real party in interest, which substitution would
relate back to time of commencement of the action.
In the hypothetical given, however, there would be no need for substitution because the
real party in interest, the estate administrator, has already filed suit in New York. The
Texas action should therefore be dismissed with prejudice. Indeed, federal courts have not
hesitated to dismiss under Rule 17(a) when the applicable law requires that a wrongful
death action be brought by the personal representative of the estate, and the plaintiff had
sufficient time to have one appointed and substituted as plaintiff, but failed to do so.10
Permissive Intervention
There are, no doubt, cases in which an estate personal representative may be in conflict
with a statutory beneficiary. The solution, however, is not to file a separate action, which
only interferes with the proper prosecution of the case and invites a Rule 17(a) motion to
dismiss. Rather, the statutory beneficiary could seek Rule 24(b) permissive intervention to
ensure his or participation in the litigation and/or an opportunity to be heard at a hearing
on apportionment of wrongful death damages.11 Alternatively, in an extreme case, the
statutory beneficiary could even have a cause of action against the personal
representative for breach of fiduciary duty.12 In either instance, however, the real party in
interest will be able to prosecute his or her case.
Steven R. Pounian and Blanca I. Rodriguez are partners at Kreindler & Kreindler. Mr.
Pounian is the past chairman of the Aviation and Space Law Committee of the Tort and
Insurance Practice Section of the American Bar Association.
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